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Motivations

Results

Solution： CSRNet

Major tasks for understanding the highly congested scenes
1. Count the crowd → get the number

An end-to-end single-column structure delivering the best performance
• Front-end: CNN → Extract 2D features

2. Generate density map → get the crowd distribution
3. Understand the potential risks and make decisions
• Total crowd number, Density patterns, Change rate, etc.

For full text ↑

We demonstrate CSRNet on ShanghaiTech, UCF CC 50, WorldExpo’10,
UCSD datasets for crowd counting, and TRANCOS dataset for car counting.
Results in ShanghaiTech dataset

• Back-end: Dilated CNN → Larger
reception fields without losing accuracy
(compared to pooling)

Advantage of using dilated CONV instead of pooling
Results in UCF CC 50 dataset

For the same output
size, dilated CONV
keeps more detailed
information

Drawbacks of the state-of-the-art
• Use multi-column (MCNN) structures

E.g., MCNN, CVPR’16
Crowdnet, ACMMM’16
SwitchingCNN, CVPR’17

Results in WorldExpo’10 dataset

Results in UCSD dataset

(branches/columns for different levels of density)
• Different columns are likely to learn similar features

More details

CSRNet Network configuration

Results in TRANCOS dataset

conv(kernel size)-(# of filters)-(dilation rate)
3 Columns in MCNN, CVPR’16

max-pooling layers are conducted over a 2×2
pixel window with stride 2.

A deeper CNN (w/o branches) performs even better with less parameters
• MCNN-like structures require more efforts to train
• Hard to deploy on IoT devices (larger size with more parameters)

Source code: https://github.com/leeyeehoo/CSRNet

Conclusions

CSRNet-B is the
best configuration
Evaluation in ShanghaiTech Part A
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➢ The single-column structure is more efficient than MCNNs
Less complexity & parameters, easier to train & reproduction

➢ We adapt dilated CONV to crowd counting applications
Get larger receptive field without losing details

➢ We deliver the state-of-the-art performance in five datasets

